10mm Stepped Building
B10-CS-013
Please read these instructions fully before starting construction.
PVA or equivalent glue will be required to stick sections together.
Sand paper can be used to gently clean any joints.
A sharp modelling knife will be required to remove sections from the sprue. Please use knives with due
care and remember to cut away from yourself at all times.
During the construction of this model, you may find it convenient to use pegs / elastic bands to hold
pieces in place while you allow glue to dry.

Remove the two side walls, door pieces and base
from the sprue.

Glue the door pieces to the side walls as shown above.

Each step is formed from the two pieces shown above.
Attach the base.

Glue the solid strip into position using the lugs to
align it.

Place the lug at one end of the window piece into the
hole in the side wall, then gently flex the other side
wall until the window piece slips into position.

Continue adding the steps to both side of the
lower portion of the building.

Attach the two double window pieces in the same way
as the single strips (i.e. one end then gently flex the
other side wall.)

The solid pieces used to form the upper steps are
most easily attached by inserting them at a 45
degree angle so their end lugs go into the slots in
the side walls, then rotating them until the lugs
of the wall piece underneath them slot into the
holes.

The window pieces are attached using the same
method as the lower portion of the building.

Continue adding the upper steps to both sides of
the building

Then glue the roof into place.

The parapet is formed from the pieces shown
above – note the lower two are shorter than the
upper two.

Glue a short piece into place (aligned with the side
wall of the building.)

The decoration on the lower portion of the building is
formed from these pieces.
Then move round the roof, adding the other
three pieces.

Glue the porch piece above the door then add
the small strips below the lower windows and the
long strip below the upper windows (resting on
top of the porch).
Repeat on the other door piece.

The side decoration is formed from these pieces.

Glue the long strip into place at the base of the
building. Add the lower pieces followed by the
upper pieces. The flat edge should be on the
outer edge of the building.

Glue two decorative strips onto each of the central
double window sections as shown above.

